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Abstract

It is shown that the quasi-classical condition for the

validity of the WKB approximation Is satisfied although the mass

associated with the spontaneous fission of 2*°Pu varies by a

factor of 12. A teneral nuaerlcal estimate of the allowed varia-

tions in such a mass is also (Ivan.
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It has been known for quite soae time that the Bate (or Bass

parameter) associated with collective nuclear aotlon Bay vary

substantially with the collective coordinates. For Instance, the

Microscopically calculated1' diaconal aatrlx elements of the

flre-dlaenslonal Bats-aatrlx of 152Sa vary by as auch at a factor

of 7 us the quadrupole deforaatlon fi varies from 0.0 to 0.5 and

as the axial asyaaetry variable r varies froa 0° to 60°. In a

recent calculation2' of the fission llfetlaes of transuranlc and

of superheavy nuclei, even larger variations (by factors of about

12) have been found. Such large variations are not very aodel-

dependent. They arise froa the general variation of Hllsson-type

single-particle levels3'4' soae of which go up as deforaation

Increases while the others to down. Consequently, the energy

denominator appearing in the crankint-type expression tor the

•ass paraaeter varies rapidly with deforaatlon, especially near

level crossings.

Such variations of the collective aass by factors of 12, as

the nucleus fissions, seea rather large froa the point of view of

using the fKB approxlaatlon to the barrier penetration probabili-

ty. Hence, the quasi-classical condition necessary for the valid-

ity of the 1KB approximation Is exaalned below.

The 1KB approxlaatlcn Is expected to be valid when the

quasi-classical condition is satisfied. This condition Is given

I d* / dr I « 1 . (1)

where X Is the de-Broglle wave length (divided by 2* 1) associat-

ed with the penetration process and is defined as
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€ - 4 / (1 p) - « {2 v (V(r)-E)}-1/2 . (2)

Even if the Bass ic depend* substantially on r, one can use a

•soothed out constant aass, since the observable quantity, the

lifetime, depends mainly on the barrier penetrability clven by

pf - eip [ - 2j"( dr / * ) 1 . (3)

This quantity depends aalnly on the lntecrated area. Hence, the

crucial condition for the validity of the 1KB approximation Is

that the penetrability (which approaches 0.5 at the barrier) aust

be << 0.5. This condition Is well satisfied for aost spontaneous

fission half-lives of Interest, since the penetrability varies

(for 9a associated with penetration - 1 HeV) froa 10' 4 3 to 10"18

as the half-life varies froa 10 1 5 y to lo'10 y (3 as).

However, In order to obtain greater accuracy In the predic-

tion of the lifetlaes of superheavy nuclei, the actual coordi-

nate-dependent aasses and potentials were used2' in a nuaerlcal

Integration of the action Integral on the rlfht-hand-tlde of Eq.

(3). Although, the aethod used was Justified on the basis of food

arreeaent with the experiaental data for structure (level ener-

gies. B(E2) values, quadrupole aoaents, aacnetlc aoaents, ...) as

well as fission (barriers, lifetlaes, aass asymmetry, heavy-ion

ealsslon, n-decmy, . . . ) , without any local paraaeter-fltting. It

is legitimate to ask whether the nuaerlcal 1KB aethod used Is

valid even when the aass depends stroncly on the fission coordi-

nates.

Since details of the coordlnste-dependent Bass were not
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riven previously, we present In Fit. 1 the calculated potential

energy and the fission-associated Bass of 2<0Pu. Details of the

Dynamic Deformation Model used for the calculation have been

liven previously2'. Main steps of the calculation are listed

below.

In the first step, effects of deformations on the slngle-

partlcle levels and latrlx elements are taken Into account.

Empirical values are used for the enerfles of the slnrle-partlcle

states. The deforming potential Is the difference between the

potential energies of a trlaxlal oscillator and a spherical

oscillator. Coaplete mixings are Included In a large basis of

eleven major shells. Scaling methods Bake this calculation Inde-

pendent of Z and of A. However, the steps discussed below are

perforaed for each nucleus.

In the second step . the residual pairing Interactions are

taken Into account In an Improved BCS theory where the particle-

hole teras are treated on an equal footing with the particle-

particle and the hole-hole teras.

In the third step, the potential energy, three aass parame-

ters (associated with y3-7-pairing-vibrations), three rotational

aoaents of inertia, and various intrinsic electroaagnetlc aatrlx

elements are calculated. The shell-correction Method It used tor

the aaln part of the potential energy, while a tlae-dependent-

aean-fleld theory Is used for the rest.

In the fourth step, the quantized fora ot the collective

Haalltonlan is solved by employing a non-linear, numerical Inte-

gration aethod such that the rotation-vibration coupling* and the

K-mlxlngs ire taken Into account In a very general theory of the
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collective band* of even-even nuclei. In particular, the energy

of zero-point aotlon is calculated in a straightforward *ay as

the difference between the ground state energy and the potential

alnlaua energy. The ground state location, aa well at the fission

path, are indicated In Fir. 1 by a horizontal straight line which

cuts the potential curve at E • V. This line lies 1.41 MeV ( •

zero-point energy) above the ground state potential alnlaua.

In the fifth step, the fission penetrabllltr and half-life

are calculated. The potential energy calculated In step 3 Is

•atched first to that for the Hill-Wheeler6' y-faaily shapes and

then to a nucleus-nucleus potential which depends directly on a

fragaent-dependent fission channel (lx, Aj, Z2. .*2'-
 F o r e a c n

fission channel, the fission path is leteralned by aiinlalzlng the

action Integrand between any two successive points In the 0-r-

plane. Effects of the three aass paraaeters are projected onto a

single Bass u along the fission coordinate r, which is defined

us the separation distance between the two separated or nascent

fragaents. During the pre-sclsslon stage, this distance equals

(3/4) Rg which is the separation distance between the centers of

Bass of the two nuclear halves, while R3 Is the seai-aajor axis

length or half of the nuclear elongation along the fission axis.

The potential energy and the Bass plotted In Fig. 1 are for

the aost probable fission channel (10GMo • 1 3 4Te). Note that the

fission-related aass of 2 4 0Pu varies by a factor of 12 as r

varies froa 6.58 to 10.9 fa over the region of the action Inte-

gral. In order to test the validity of the tKB approximation, we

Plot the de-Broglie wavelength of Eq. (2) and its derivative in
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Fie 2. The quasi-classical condition (1) la not expected to be

satisfied near the entrance and the exit polnta of the retlon of

Integration, but It la aatlafled In the alddle quite well.

Since the quasi-classical condition needa to be teated In

the retlon around the barrier (at which dV/dr vanishes), we can

rewrite the condition (1) as

4ji / (i << (8 it B )1/2 (Ar In fa / 6.465) , (4)

where u la In aau and B la the barrier energy In MeV. The rlght-

hand-alde of Eq. (4) equals 14-133 for u (which approaches the

reduced Bass, A/4 for syaaetrlc flaitlon. at large r) - 60-90 aau.

B > 4-16 MeV, and the barrier width Ar • 2-8 fa. The nuaber 14

is not such larcer than 12. But the quantity on -the left-hand-

aide of Eq. (4) Is not the Baxlaua/alnlaua ratio. Instead, It la

closer to the ratio (mail-um-alnlaum) / average. The correapond-

lnr value for the Bass of 240Pu discussed above Is 1.7.

Hence, we conclude that the uae of the 1KB approximation can

be justified even when the Bass depends substantially on the

fission co-ordinates. Aside froa the actual numerical tests of a

recent calculation, a general nuaerlcal estimate has been pre-

sented which aay be used to test the validity of thla type of

calculation.

The author la grateful to Professors Abe and Taklgawa for

raising the question of toe validity ot the »HB approximation In

the present context, to Dr. Hatauyanagl for the hospitality at

the University of Kyoto (where part of thla work waa performed),

and to Dr. Sakata for the hospitality at IKS. Tokyo.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1. CalculEted Potential Enerty And Mats Alone The

Fission Path Of 2*° Pu.

Fie. 2. Calculated de-Broflle Wavelength And Iti Derivative

Alone The FUslon Path Of 240Pu.
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de-Broglie Wavelength (Fission or Pu-240)
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